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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GRAHAM – hi and welcome, we’ll start shortly we just need a few minutes to allow everyone to log on.GRAHAM/ANDY: Intro’sGRAHAMThere is little doubt that we are living in unprecedented times, as the world adapts to the complex human and economic realities of the coronavirus outbreak. First and foremost, it is important to underline that as a business, PageGroup is following Government advice and taking every precaution to ensure that the health and safety of our clients, candidates and our own people are paramount.What has quickly become clear over the past 4 weeks is that different organisations have been affected in a range of ways, so too have their hiring and talent requirements. You may need to access specialist skills in the market, you may recruiting large volumes of contingent labour or you may not be looking to recruit at this time. Whatever your current situation it remains our firm belief that recruiting & retaining top talent is still the best way to future-proof and grow your business. We also recognise that the established process for recruiting, particularly meeting face-to-face for interviews, needs to adapt quickly with the times. This is the moment for video technology to truly come to the fore.Whilst this pivot to running a recruitment process remotely is a relatively short-term measure, it is already becoming clear that this sudden and widespread adoption of video technology will have a longer-term impact on recruitment. Although the use of platforms like Skype, Zoom and Microsoft Teams may never fully replace interviewing in person in the long-term, the current situation has underlined their clear benefits: they are quick, efficient, and completely safe to use when social distancing measures are in place. Just as it is expected that working habits will never return to the same state that they were, we expect hiring processes have also experienced an acceleration of their evolution. On this basis we hope the content of this webinar will not only focus on areas that will be of benefit in the immediate term but longer term as well. 



Attracting the right talent

Assessing CVs and applications

Utilising video technology for interviewing

Making a strong offer to secure top talent

Adapting your onboarding to a remote process

5 steps to recruiting remotely
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Presentation Notes
GRAHAM – There are five clear steps we will take you through to help you navigate the remote hiring processes at this time.Explain format and that questions will be answered at the end, encourage people to get involved and share your experience, ideas and thoughts. Hand over to Andy who will talk us through step 1 



Whether your recruitment needs have changed or not, your process for attracting talent
must evolve. Recruiting top talent is the best way to future proof and grow your 
business.
• Are you selling a role or a career?
• What is your commitment to training and development?
• Who are your role models, how could you bring their journey to life?

Attracting the right talent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 1 Andy:There’s no escaping the fact that within a few short weeks we have all had to change how we communicate – both internally and externally. Whether your recruitment needs have changed or not, your process for attracting talent must evolve to stay competitive. Whatever your situation, one fundamental has not changed: attracting the right talent is crucial to your organisation’s long-term success and vision. Your company brand and reputation remains the most important factor that you can control and communicate however, I don’t think there is always enough emphasis around the following points: Purpose. Not what your organisation does or how it does it by why it does it? How could this purpose fulfil the needs of a future employee? Whether you’re recruiting an urgent interim, a niche senior management post or a high volume of positions during a peak, they all contribute towards an organisations Purpose and its crucial to emphasise that during the recruitment process.How are you bringing this role and your organisation to life? Who will the main internal / external stakeholders be and what ‘development and training’ will the candidate receive to ensure their skills evolve?How can you position your organisation so potential candidate could imagine working there, understand the benefits of applying and really buy into the culture and company purpose? Could a video of the site / office be of benefit?How would you describe the organisations culture? What role models internally do organisations have that potential candidates would view as aspirational? It’s important that you sell a career rather than just the role, albeit we do acknowledge there will always be positions that need filling urgently and these will perhaps follow a less structured recruitment process!  This is an unprecedented situation and adaption and evolution is going to be key across all areas of business. Although many companies will have had contingency plans in place for such situations, it is clear that there are many unknowns, and professionals at all levels are learning as they go.



Five ways to better promote your brand

1) Have a clearly defined mission, purpose and set of values

2) Share your company journey, vision and goals – could you do 
this visually or via video?

3) Mirror your external comms internally

4) Invest in quality external contact points

5) Promote a clear value proposition
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Slide 2: AndyInvest time into creating a brand overview which provides insight into your company values and ambitions. How can you showcase the company culture – we’ve seen organisations recording videos and sending that out to potential candidates – video is far more engaging than a word document? Hinterview has been our medium for this internally.Regardless of where your business is in its lifecycle, or how well you are doing against your targets, if you are clearly communicating how you are overcoming challenges and share your overall journey and goals, professionals will be more bought into your organisation. Humility and transparency is key.Your employee value proposition will fail if the feedback from your current employees is misaligned to the brand and culture you are selling externally – Glassdoor is a good barometer of this. Communicate clearly that the company is engaged with employees and is actively making changes to ensure they are happy and engaged in their roles. What has been the feedback from recent employee surveys? What changes have been made and what has the initial impact been? The way people interact with your website, social media, job descriptions, and even your interview processes are key in setting the right tone and messaging. Talent will explore these and use them to scope what it is like to work for your company. Do you have a mechanism to stay in touch with and engage ex-employees? Your alumni can help sell your brand and culture better than anything else. Its worth remembering that 55% of job seekers trust existing employees on their opinion of a company and 2/3rds of candidates believe current employees offer the best insight into a role.It is key that your value proposition demonstrates your understanding of the customer through clear selling points. The stronger your value proposition and the better you highlight the qualities you offer, the more appealing your company is and the more confidentially people are able to sell it.



It’s not all about salary…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 3: AndyGood talent is proactive when it comes to thoroughly assessing the opportunities – you need to stand out. According to Glassdoor the average job seeker reads six reviews on a potential employer before making an informed decision.Gone are the days when salary was the prime factor, more than ever, the best talent is looking for a company that will not only help them achieve their career goals, but also align with their personal values and beliefs. This is still pertinent even at a time of global crisis. Indeed, it may well be that for many, the lockdown has offered the chance for a period of reflection on what truly matters to them and the direction they want to take their career from here on in as a result.Scrutinise your employee value proposition (EVP)Even if your organisation already has an EVP in place, it is sensible to review it in the current circumstances. Whilst it is not a good idea to make wholesale changes based on a temporary situation, you could consider what makes your company stand out at a time of great change and reflect this. This could be how you are continuing to invest in training and development, how you are supporting employees with their health and wellbeing at a time of great uncertainty or what support is available in the organisation to those most vulnerable or with more complex personal situations outside of work? Here are Page – Webinars on home schooling, creating the right work / family balance, motivating children, recommendations on diet, exercise have been well received etcOutlining and being transparent both through the interview process and at offer stage how an induction will work and be managed. Everyone being clear about how they’d receive IT equipment, systems setup, complete their induction, meet their new team etc is key to the person feeling excited about the new job.  



• What would a candidate tend to have prior to interviewing with your organisation? 

a) The details on the advert 
b) The advertisement, with a job description 
c) The advertisement, a job description and some company material we share 

Poll – question 1



You’ll need a great job description 

What does the organisation do?

What is the purpose and mission?

What does the business want to achieve and how?

Where is the business function or company on its journey?

How does the role fit into this journey?

How is the culture described?

Are there role models in the business that are relatable?
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ANDYIn the current climate, job descriptions need to work harder than ever to encourage top talent to apply for roles. Given you will not be able to meet candidates face to face for the time being, it is crucial that the JD tells them everything they need to know about a role. We do still come across Job Descriptions that are many years out of date and are simply a list of responsibilities rather than a three-dimensional reflection of the role and how it contributes towards the success of the organisation.In some instances, it is worth spelling out how the role will work and be measured if the successful applicant is expected to work remotely for the first few weeks or months. However, a job description should also sell your long-term strategy and overall goals and objectives, as candidates will still be paying attention to this as they look ahead to a life outside of lockdown.One final thing I’d like to mention is that only 38% of candidates receive any information prior to their actual interview other than time, date and location. Its certainly worth thinking about when you also consider most recruitment processes are now being conducted via video and a candidate cant visit the site or office either. The candidate experience in the current climate is critical.



Identifying a good CV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GRAHAMWe will all have a view on what makes a “good” cv, hundreds of books and articles are published most years on this very topic. Most commonly the advice tends to be 2-3 pages in lengthoffer up a good mix of skills, responsibilities and achievements in previous rolesThat said finding top talent requires those assessing cv’s to do more than what a robot could! Identifying someone who does the exacts same role for a competitor currently is low hanging fruit. From my experience some of the biggest contributors to an organisations journey (that we have placed) wouldn’t have got in front of the hiring manager if it were not for a sharp eyed recruiter or talent manager. So how do we give ourselves the best chance of finding these? Building on the points that Andy has made your investment in an updated and clear JD, a well written job advert and a clear purpose can shape the applications and subsequent screening. The clearer your skill and culture requirements have been set out the more realistically an applicant can “bring their best selves forward”. Some roles are more about cultural fit and interpersonal skills, others are about highly technical skills in a specialist area. In either/any case the candidates have considerably more chance of highlighting their key skills, attributes and experience if they have understood which ones are important to you. In my experience candidates that are observant and responsive enough to do this, are often the types of employees who can adapt, quickly learn new skills and tend to have a real passion about what they are doing. 



Identifying a good CV
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GRAHAMAdding to my earlier comment regarding what makes a good cv we have included a summary of screening pointers. The other additional challenge that I would highlight here is that organisations are valuing interpersonal skills more and more as roles evolve. The impact of technology on most working environments is broadening the value and requirements of most professions. Adaptability, communication, managing change and innovation are just some of the things that are often as important (if not more important) as specialist skills. The skill alone isn’t enough, our customers are looking for the skill experience with other attributes on top. Screening these requires more thought and lateral thinking. My advice here is to create a screening matrix before you start. This should consist of 4-6 things that you are looking for with a weighting of importance (1-5) applied to each one. If managing change is one of the top requirements here then make sure it’s on your matrix just as much as the relevant qualification or role experience is. Critical to this working is to stop and really challenge yourself and or the hiring manager on the categories and the weighting. My experience is that assumptions and historical thinking can lead to one or two mistakes here. Iron these out before you screen any cv’s. Using this method of approach can do two things in my experience:Forces you to look deeper than the most obvious current employer and current job title. Someone who has procurement experience working on another product category who has shone on all other fronts may be progressed to interview above someone who has managed the same category but lacked the other things you were clear you needed.Acts as a basis for further investigation at interview stage. Someone who seemed to tick every box bar one will mean you have two tasks at interview stage. 1. Seek to clarify if the positives are as strong as they appear on paper and 2. ask for examples of experience for the box that was missing Before we move onto video as a topic I would highlight one final points on cv screening. The accelerated adoption of video has demonstrated the huge time saving on 1st stage interviews (for both candidates and clients). You could very feasibly 1st stage interview 5 people in the time it would take you to have done 3 face to face. This makes seeing one of your more “wildcard” applications more feasible and offers another window to identify a less obvious diamond. 



Utilising video tech for interviewing

PageGroup has been utilising video tech for a number of years

•A great time to review your process
•Re-think what is possible 
•Are the right people involved?
•Do you need to bring in different business areas?
•Grab a coffee and share your culture

Presenter
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GRAHAMAt PageGroup, we have been utilising video technology such as HireVue and Hinterview, for a number of years, allowing us to assess multiple candidates for roles remotely. There are numerous options in the market, including Zoom, Skype, and Microsoft Teams to name but three. Rather than adopt one platform, it is worth having access to as many as possible, given that not all potential candidates will have access to the same platforms themselves. The recent forced change to working environments has accelerated everyone's comfort levels when it comes to doing business on video. This change on hiring processes offers potential gains on efficiency, time to hire, cost and environmental benefits to name a few. Whilst some challenges exist many of these can be quickly overcome if approached in the right way. Review your interview process: Whilst video interviewing is not new to us it’s fair to say that the usage has gone up in the past 4 weeks! Initially this was often a business looking to conclude a process online, where face to face was no longer viable. More recently and certainly going forward we are managing processes where organisations have started a process with the objective of an end of end virtual process. Don’t make the assumption that you should simply move the existing process onto video, test whether this is the right thing to do. A few points to consider:Could a hiring manager screen more than a cv? Page Group use Hinterview with a number of clients. Here 2-4 role/culture specific questions are agreed and our consultant will take a split screen recording of the candidate answering these questions. A video of 3-10 minutes in length are sent alongside a candidates cv. This type of process change has a very high number of benefits (time saved, deeper screening than a standalone cv etc) Are the right people involved and does video as a platform change this? Could one stage now include someone from both your Manchester and London office? Could the VP in the States add some value?Given how important teams can be you may consider a mixed department interview stage, with key stakeholders from the 2-3 business areas that this role will work across. Something that would have been much harder to co-ordinate face to face is much simpler online. Involving existing employees towards the end of a process can bring the culture to life and deepen the candidates interest levels in your organisation. A simple 30 minutes “coffee” over video with a peer who can do a more informal Q&A may be the kind of process change that means an in-demand candidates takes your offer over another one. This is a simple and easy counter to the fact that virtual processes may not feel as “personal” to some, where getting to grips with the culture can otherwise seem harder. We have seen all three of these deployed by customers following our advice. Early feedback is already suggesting that the people who were involved in the hiring process, who may not have been previously, have gone on to play a highly engaging part in the new hire remote induction. So a potential double win here, but we will revisit remotre inductions a little later. 



• Which of these do you see as your main challenge when it comes to remote hiring 
processes 

a) Access to suitable technology platforms 
b) Access to company and role material that allows you to bring things to life 

effectively whilst not face to face
c) Access to suitable talent pools 
d) Business confidence in remotely inducting someone 

Poll – question 2



Tips for video interviewing

1) Power, connection and your device

2) Light, background and what to wear

3) Distraction

4) Camera

5) Pause before speaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GRAHAMAdapt your interview approach: Even the most experienced hiring manager will need to adapt their approach to a remote model.Although it will never completely replicate being in the same room as someone. Do not be afraid to incorporate an element of informal conversation, just as you would in person to break the ice and get to know a bit more about the candidate’s personality. Some practical tipsIt may seem obvious, but make sure you choose a location with a reliable connection. Laptops/desktops are preferable to tablets and mobiles, although be aware that not all candidates have access to every type of technology – so do not be afraid to adapt to interviewing on a smaller device if need be.Arrange your space so that there is a good source of natural lighting. Shadows can make you look strange and your interviewees will want to see you clearly. Treat the video interview in the same way as you would a normal interview. Our advice for the interviewer is “dress for your day”. If your businesses work attire is formal so should your video attire, that said if a candidate could expect to meet you in an office in jeans and a shirt then don’t present yourself in a different way. Ultimately what they see on the screen will be an insight into the environment they should expect to be working in.  Choose a quiet room somewhere and make sure that any people who are around are aware that you should not be interrupted. Usual interview rules apply here, people want to feel like they have your attention and you are not distracted. That said I think we all have a little more slack currently given the fact that families and work and more intertwined than usual! Make sure your camera is set in line with your eyes. During the interview, do not make the mistake of looking at the person on the screen. Yes, when they are speaking to you, you should be picking up on body language signals, but when you are asking questions, try to look into the camera.Often on camera, there is a delay, it is a good idea to wait a few seconds before responding to a question. 



Utilising video tech for interviewing
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Presentation Notes
GRAHAMWhilst I won’t be covering them today I would reiterate that if you are looking for further tips and advice on good interview practise our remote recruitment ebook has some additional links. 



Make a strong offer to secure top talent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Andy:More than ever, it is about much more than money when it comes to successful offer management.Once you have identified the talent you want to hire through the interview process, it is important to secure them with a strong offer.However, what comprises a great offer to one person, may not necessarily appeal to another. This makes it difficult when competing for top talent, particularly in markets that are candidate short. This is where the salary vs benefit debate often arises, all of which you can scope out at second interview stage.Be prepared to talk about your organisations benefits around:Home / Flexible workingPensionsLoan schemes – Rail, Cycles, TechnologyFlex Bens – ability to buy or sell holidays, flex on healthcare schemes etcPolicies on sabbaticals



Make a strong offer: 4 steps

1) Summarise

2) Confirm

3) Details 

4) Renumeration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AndyFollowing the decision that you would like to offer the role, summarise why they have been selected as the preferred candidate. Additionally, run through the reasons the role fits the candidate’s needs and why. Reinforce that your role is right for them. From recent experience recruiting an HRD for a US business in Birmingham, they moved from final stage IV to offer in 24 hours and that was key to securing the candidate. Its important offers are made whilst the opportunity is fresh in the candidate mind and at the point they are most likely to accept.Confirm how the candidate is feeling about the process and the experience they have had with the company. Ensure that the reasons they want to change jobs in the first place still stand and that this role meets their needs.Ask for their feedback on the interview process and the peoples they’ve met – alleviate any concerns they have at this point. Run through the details of the offer including the role and responsibilities, reporting structure, and how the professional will directly contribute to the organisation’s wider goals and objectives.Finally, share the full salary and benefits package with the candidate including base salary and the monetary values of the benefits on offer.Its also worth considering adding a more informal catch up with the candidate post delivery of the offer. A client in Birmingham recently introduced this at the final stage of recruiting at IT role with great success, in addition we’ve seen this happen this week with a senior Finance role in London – it proved to be a chance for the candidate to ask any final questions considering he’d never been to the site or even met his future colleagues face to face. It was very conducted in a very relaxed manner with the hiring manager and one of the other interviewers from 1st stage. It helped the candidate get a feel for the business culture and the people he’d be working with outside of an interview setting. Incidentally it also helped the candidate feel valued that a business would take the time to have another video meeting post-offer to run through any questions.  A pie chart clearly shows a breakdown of the monetary value of every part of the offer, this visual representation has never been more value at offer stage. This demonstrates to candidates how highly valued they are as the investment is significantly higher than their basic salary.



Adapting onboarding to a remote process

1) Conduct pre-boarding, set up tech

2) Consider what a good remote induction will look like for both sides

3) Establish clear lines of communication  

4) Schedule regular check-ins

5) Provide feedback on performance  

Presenter
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GRAHAMThis is evermore important when onboarding someone remotely. Having the basics in place will not only make someone feel welcome and valued, it will allow them to demonstrate their initiative outside of the initial meetings and conversations that you arrange for them. Some pre-onboarding is key, make no assumptions about tech. Different people have access to different devices, of different ages. Shortly after an offer is made seek to establish what technology they have and or what they can expect you to courier to them. Where possible you should have this equipment delivered over a week in advance to give people time to unpackage it and get online. A one hour IT clinic being booked in for them the week before start is a good idea to ensure that their first day will start smoothly. Just as with assuming your existing hiring process should simply move online, don’t assume that the induction programme should be exactly the same. Realistically there will be things that are difficult to do remotely, however there are other areas i.e. competitor research that may be easier in the current working setup. Ensuring that you have considered this and are able to communicate what you expect will avoid a new hire being anxious about things that are referenced in standard induction material that they are simply unable to do. Remote working may also offer a great opportunity to drop-in to other departments meetings more easily as they immerse themselves in the business. Consider who they need to be introduced to on day one. We have seen some great examples of team welcome meetings, welcome videos from the leadership team etc. Consider who your new employee needs to know and look to facilitate these initial meetings. Other key areas for communication Ensuring they have an email should also provide details for a point of contact, their line manager or HR, in case the new starter has any initial questions. Send your company handbook, or provide links to key areas of the business, preferably ones that are directly related to the role. This will help them to become immersed within the business culture, vision, and valuesGuide them through your digital learning platform if you have oneWhere possible give them a “buddy”, someone to bother with the 20 questions a week we don’t want to ask our new line manager It is always good practice to check in with a new starter regularly, but this is even more pertinent when onboarding someone remotely. In fact, catch-ups may need to be even more frequent at this time. It is important to strike a balance between creating clear lines of open communication and making someone feel like they are being micro-managed, even from a distance. Reinforce your video call or phone chats with clear actions over email – this will also give you something to refer to in your next catch up. It is also important that induction training is varied. Ensure that your  company’s employee value proposition (EVP) is central to your training – and do your best to bring it to life and make it relevant to the individual. Although this is a unique scenario, the probation process still performs the same function in terms of allowing both sides to decide whether the role is a good fit and that the new starter is meeting expectations. However, you may need to temper some expectations or make allowances around certain elements of the role given the unusual remote set up and that fact that training or shadowing can be made more difficult through being remote. It is also a good idea to get feedback on the onboarding programme overall from your new recruit – you can then feed any learnings back into the process when you onboard your next new starter remotely.



Attracting the right talent

Assessing CVs and covering letters

Utilising video technology for interviewing

Making a strong offer to secure top talent

Adapting your onboarding to a remote process

In summary…
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ANDYIn summary remember to consider the following.



What we’re seeing….

• Adaption and evolution is going to be key across all areas of business including the interview process

• Hard to source talent is easier to find

• Many clients now have established virtual interview processes in place and are hiring successfully. 

• In the main candidates appear comfortable concluding an entire recruitment process virtually

• Different sectors are experiencing different headwinds or levels of urgency as you’d expect:
• Healthcare Manufacturing, Logistics, Convenience Retail, Supermarkets, Healthcare Service Providers – some 
urgent needs and large volumes via assessment centres or online testing

• Still incredibly busy and very much business as usual across Housing Associations, Local Authority 
and Housing Contractor markets

• Increased volume of urgent roles through consumer goods sector and food production

• A need for greater technical expertise in technology service providers as volume have significantly 
increased
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AndyAlthough it’s tough out there, people are recruiting and there is great talent to be found with the right level of preparationEnd of end recruitment processes being run virtually – MS Teams, Skype, Zoom, BlueJeans including well prepared on boarding processesMany businesses who had found it a challenge to source particularly technical roles in a talent short market have been able to generate a pipeline of quality candidates beyond what they normally find due to less competition Some candidates have found the virtual interview process more engaging as its removed some of the formality and focussed more on the candidate experienceDifferent sectors are experiencing different headwinds or levels of urgency as you’d expect:Healthcare Manufacturing, Logistics, Convenience Retail, Supermarkets, Healthcare Service Providers – some urgent needs and large volumes via assessment centres or online testing.Still incredibly busy and very much business as usual across Housing Associations, Local Authority and Housing Contractor marketsIncreased volume of urgent roles through consumer goods sector and food productionA need for greater technical expertise in technology service providers as volume have significantly increased



We provide our customers with a local and specialist service 
supported by a network of over 900 consultants, from 27 UK 
locations and 20+ disciplines.

Having operated in the UK for over 40 years, with access to 
exclusive market data and technology to enable the most efficient 
processes, we aim to build strong and lasting partnerships with 
our customers.

Leading recruitment technology

Diversity and inclusion

PageInsights: Unique market data and insights

https://www.michaelpage.co.uk/contact-us

Why partner with PageGroup…
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ANDYWe have over 40 years in the recruitment industry and have weathered many challenging economies before. Through our market leading recruitment technology we can provide live updates on market data, trends, competitors, salaries, job adverts amongst many other things so please do get in touch if you’d like help or support shaping your recruitment campaigns or finding out what the market place is telling us.

https://www.michaelpage.co.uk/contact-us
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